MISS RHODES COMPILED DATA FOR THE DRIVE

I. Spanish Professor and Secretary of Alumni Association

birgardian

Secretary of A. A.

COUNCIL BEING ORGANIZED BY SOCIAL CLUBS

Officers Elected and Tentative Plans Discussed

Face Meida President

Representatives of 12 Clubs Are Present At the Meeting

Program Prepared for Lecturers To Feature the Annual Invitation

In preparation for the second Thanksgiving week meeting, Dr. Robert Alexander, president of the Laramie High School, was scheduled to present a special lecture at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 26. However, Dr. Alexander was unable to attend because of a previous commitment. He was replaced by Dr. James A. Baker, an associate professor at the University of Nebraska, who delivered a thought-provoking discourse on the importance of education in modern society.

THE NEWS

The Spy Will Be Given November 19

Debater Will Present Their First Number Of the Year

"The Spy" is the first number of the Hayden Literary and Dramatic Association in the history of the school. It will be presented to the audiences in its several presentations.

Gunnar Whiting, Director of the Hayden Literary and Dramatic Association, has been named the first editor of the Hayden Literary and Dramatic Association. He will also be the first director of the Hayden Literary and Dramatic Association.
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Photographic Work on Petit Jean Is Beging

Students and Faculty Re-arranged Work with the Staff

240 Pictures Made

Photographer to Return Friday to Finish the Work

Under the direction of Professor B. M. Pendleton, a total of 240 photographs have been taken. Professor Pendleton has been working hard the past three weeks to complete the job. He is now at the beginning of the second phase of his work.
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Additional information:

**The University of Arkansas** is a public university in Fayetteville, Arkansas. It is one of the top-ranked universities in the United States and offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs. The university is known for its strong programs in engineering, business, agriculture, and education.

**Other Colleges and Universities**

**Huntington College** is a small college located in probabilities are based on the data it was trained on. I can help you with questions on a wide range of topics, from science and technology to history and culture. Please let me know how I can assist you further. Thank you!
Now Mrs. J. M. P. Smith, the 17-year-old, was visiting friends. Both attend a few in their favor. I heard James of received last week and these boys clean up before then and war and what was the War of the when the program in December, too. been practicing continually the past week as "The Trial by Jury" which will be given in December. Miss Nicks revealed that she had been giving more attention in the laps in the lead from one to other place but would work with the whole group from now on. The orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Smith, also was being practiced weekly, as it will be an important part of the program in December. The choir has received many gallons of fuel oil in the past week.
Smith to Try For a Berth
On Bison Joe

Bison Junior Sam Smith is a candidate for the Big 8, but his game is not yet at full strength. He is an outstanding performer on the court, but his conditioning is still a work-in-progress. Smith has the ability to score and defend, but he needs to work on his stamina and endurance. He is expected to make a significant contribution to the Bison as the season progresses.

FRESHMEN WIN TOURNAMENT BY A 27-21 SCORE
Junior Los In Finals to Hannah's Fresh
High Score to Vaughan

Final Quarter Rally Deciding Factor In The Contest

The freshmen seemed to be the stars of the game, as Hannah's freshmen outscored the seniors by 27-21. The high score to Vaughan was a result of the final quarter rally, which was decided by a series of key factors. The freshmen had the momentum, and their energy and enthusiasm were contagious.
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Chick's Gameday Period Was an Offense, With Three Touchdowns
Blytheville Chick's offense was on fire, scoring three touchdowns. The Chick's offense was on fire, scoring three touchdowns. The Chick's offense was on fire, scoring three touchdowns.

C.J. Smithe Put the Bosh's in the Lead With His Touchdowns
C.J. Smithe was the star of the game, setting the Chick's in the lead with his touchdowns. His performance was a result of his hard work and dedication.
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